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Abstract. Digital preservation provided as a service introduces new
challenges for organizations with a preservation need. Implementing this
digital preservation service based on cloud-based sub-services introduces
challenges for service providers. This paper uses Activity Theory to
discuss the inherent difference in concerns between activity systems
representing the production of information, consumption of information,
and preservation of information. These differences in concerns have been
studied in the ENSURE project where three use case owners provided
empirical data on the organizational motives, and the service provider side
were represented by those designing the system, including ourselves.
Using Activity Theory, various contradictions within and among the
identified activity systems pertaining to digital preservation are described.
Specifically, problems related to communication deficiencies between the
organization and the service provider is analyzed in light of the
interventions in ENSURE and a partial solution is identified. This is
research in progress.
Keywords: long-term digital preservation, activity theory, information
quality, cloud-based services, boundary objects, communication
deficiencies, ENSURE.
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Introduction

Long-term digital preservation is a means to an end – enabling future access to digital
information in anticipation of technological and social change. We are studying longterm digital preservation in an organizational context, where an information creating
organization in anticipation of future use is utilizing an external preservation service
to realize the preservation – a service that is governed by mutual agreements, e.g. on
cost, service level, and access control.
The ENSURE project (an Integrated Project within the FP7 programme) [2]
aims at providing a technology platform for preservation service providers based on
preservation sub-services provided by third parties. These sub-services cover
functions such as storage and computations, including diversity configurations of such
functions. An ensemble of these functions will, governed by a preservation plan and
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under the choreography of the ENSURE runtime, address an organization’s needs for
long-term digital preservation. Among the novel approaches taken in ENSURE (and
relevant for the discussion) is a software artifact provided to the client organization
for making decisions on a preservation plan, based on calculations of costs and
assessments of economic performance as well as quality.
ENSURE provides a graphical user interface (GUI) to the client organization
that is used to capture requirements regarding business value and this information is
fed into a configuration engine that, given a set of rules, create a set of proposed
preservation plans. This set of proposed preservation plans is fed to evaluation
engines that calculate the cost, the economic performance, and an assessment of the
quality of the proposed plans. An optimizing step then identifies a subset of the
proposed plans that are then presented to the client together with various metrics that
empowers the client to make a final decision on preservation plan. The preservation
plan is then fed to the preservation runtime, which instantiates a preservation system
according to the preservation plan.
Interviews with the ENSURE project use case owners [3] reveals a
communication deficiency at the organizational border between the producer of
information and the provider of preservation services. Internal to the preservation
service, the digital preservation activities in terms of services and sub-services
constitute a specialization of concerns that is hard to translate to the outside observer.
At the same time the preservation service provider is struggling with understanding
the information consumer needs in order to match those needs in the preservation
process. The intervention provided by ENSURE, to let the client make the final
decision of preservation plan, is constrained by the translation problem where the
client struggles to discern the consequences in business terms of making any specific
decision on preservation plan.
From a socio-technical viewpoint, we see the need to address these
communication deficiencies as they affect the success of procuring preservation
services outside of an organization in general and the success of sharing efforts of
digital preservation by means of cloud-based services in particular. Our research
question concerns these communication deficiencies and how the information
producer and information preservation service provider can come to an agreement on
a plan for digital preservation. This paper is a problem description and formulation,
based on case studies in the ENSURE project.
We need a framework in which we can discuss the problems with
communication and differing concerns. A literature review around these issues
showed no prior art related to digital preservation. We will use activity theory [4] as a
descriptive tool to describe and analyze the preservation activities, but we
acknowledge that this is not the primary intention of activity theory. We note that
others have used activity theory as a descriptive tool [16].
Third generation activity theory, as set forth by Yrjö Engeström [5], describes
interconnected and cooperating activity systems, which lends itself to analysis of
contradictions and strains within and between these activity systems. We have
identified three activity systems: one covering the information producing
organization, one covering the digital preservation service provider, and one covering
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The purpose of this section is to provide a more detailed model view of the functional entities
of the OAIS and the information handled by the OAIS. This aids OAIS designers of future
systems
and provides
a more precise set
of terms
concepts
for discussion
of current
information
consuming
organization.
We
will and
refer
to these
three activity
systems.

the
systems
and re-state the problem of long-term digital preservation in terms of two activity
systems interacting
in order to estimate the need of the third activity system.
4.1 FUNCTIONAL MODEL
The OAIS of figure 2-1 is separated in figure 4-1 into six functional entities and related
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interfaces. Only major information flows are shown. The lines connecting entities identify
Background
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paths
over whichwork
information flows in both directions. The lines to
Administration and Preservation Planning are dashed only to reduce diagram clutter.
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Figure 1. The OAIS Functional
[6, p.4-1].
FigureEntities
4-1: OAIS Functional
Entities
The Open Archival
Information System (OAIS) provides the classical conceptual
The role provided by each of the entities in figure 4-1 is described briefly as follows:
model of a preservation system [6], see figure 1. OAIS gives a functional view of
The Ingest Functional Entity (labeled ‘Ingest’ in the figures in this section) provides the
digital preservation
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producer
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format
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access controlCCSDS
and 650.0-M-2
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Figure 2. Thibodeaus's view of the digital object
Long-term digital preservation represents a field of practice that comprises
understanding of the effects that technological and social change have on information.
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Thibodeau [7] and Rothenberg [8] discusses this from a strategic viewpoint where
they focus on the digital object, i.e. the information to be preserved, and describe
different strategies for preservation such as emulation (of hardware or software) and
migration (of data formats). Thibodeau discriminates among different aspects (layers)
of a digital object: as a physical object, as a logical object and as a conceptual object
(see figure 2).The original performance model (Heslop et al.)

How do we select a strategy?

Source!

Process!

Performance!

Researcher!

Figure 3. The Performance Model.

The performance
model
- adapted
The performance
model [9] describes
the effect
of digital preservation from a
perceptual viewpoint (see figure 3) where the concept of performance matches the
Data!
Interpreter!
Information!
Observer!
conceptual object of Thibodeau. Using a definition of (information) quality as fitness
for a specific use [11], the performance model states that quality has to be understood
in the context
of use as the perceived
quality
of theThe
performance
i.e. the perceived
Representation
Information
"
conceptual– object
quality of preserved
information
in
a
specific
use
context.
comes in handy here as an
presented as a rendering on
If no effects
of the
technological
or social
change awere
present,screen?
basic !data storage
aid to
interpretation
!
computer
would suffice for providing future access to information – even in the long term.

Figure 3. No effects of technological and social change are in effect.
In reality the presence of technological and social change forces the preservation
process to accommodate for these effects.

Figure 4. The individual forces of change and their resulting effect.
In the case of technological change, say the demise of a popular file format, the
preservation process could either choose to migrate data to the new state T2 or
emulate the original state T1 by providing specific software. In the case of social
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change, say the public understanding of an ontology, the preservation process could
either choose to translate data to the new state S2 or provide representational
information that accommodates for future access to data in its original state S1. In
terms of Thibodeau, the physical and logical object levels capture technological
change while the conceptual object level captures social change.
The perceived quality of future access to information in this system would be
defined in terms of how usable the information is in that future context. The problem
in long-term digital preservation is that we have to make á priori assumptions about
the future perceived quality and choose a preservation plan to realize that future – in
anticipation of unforeseen technological and social changes. The effects of
technological and social change have to be understood in the context of future use of
the preserved information.
There are aspects of this perceived quality that transcends the digital object
itself, e.g. components of trust or lack of trust in the preservation service, which
influences the future usability of the preserved information. An example could be
future use of preserved information as evidence in a court case where admissibility
may be questioned [10].
In ENSURE, we try to assess the quality of the proposed preservation plans in
light of technological and social change in general and in utilizing sub-services
provided by sub-providers in particular. In order to understand the influence of
interobjective factors on the perceived quality, we refer to the Trustworthy Digital
Repository specification, TDR [1]. Quite a few interobjective factors related to trust
are covered in the TDR specification, where issues such as staff turnover and
economic viability of the service provider are addressed in order to arrive at a
conclusion of trustworthiness. TDR contextualizes the functional requirements of
OAIS in a preservation service provider setting, but it does not do so in terms of
established information quality concepts.
Wang and Strong [11], identified a number of quality dimensions that later have
been contextualized in a number of fields [12][18][23][24], even digital preservation
[13]. Neither of these addresses perceived intersubjective quality factors emanating
from a specific choice of preservation service provider or preservation strategy.
What is lacking is a treatise that specifically addresses how the motives of the
individual stakeholders regarding preservation influence the perceived quality of a
preservation service in general and preserved information in particular. Preservation
of information is a socially constructed system that addresses an end involving human
beings preparing, preserving, and making use of information – systematic activities
taking place in organizations consisting of human beings organized around a common
goal. We are looking to activity theory in the setting of Yrjö Engeström
[4][14][15][16], which has its roots in organizational studies; to analyze how
organizational motives affects the efficiency of the preservation process. There is no
existing treatise on this aspect of the digital preservation problem and we are
addressing this gap.
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3

Method

Our research is conducted within the ENSURE project, where we follow an abductive
approach to action research. Three use case owners from the healthcare and financial
sectors, for which a series of artifacts for long-term digital preservation are developed
and tested, provide the case at hand. We are participating in the capturing of
requirements, the development of software for the ENSURE platform, and the
validation of the platform according to the established use cases [17]. Additionally,
we have conducted interviews with the use case owners [3], i.e. the information
producers as well as consumers.
These interviews are an important part of the empirical experience, but the
problem definition and our understanding has also emerged during participation in the
project, from communication with the use case owners and the project partners, from
contributing to deliverables from the project and participating in reviews. This
empirical information is being assembled.
The interviews were conducted during November and December 2012. They
were semi-structured, following an interview guide that was sent to the persons in
advance. The informants were given opportunity to speak freely and the questions
were adapted to what was said. The questions covered details of information
production and consumption. Additionally we asked questions related to the
preservation of information, which mainly follows the structure of TDR;
organizational infrastructure, digital object management, and infrastructure and
security risk management. The interviews were documented both in writing [3] as
well as recorded.
3.1

Activity theory as a descriptive tool
Instruments)

Subject)

Rules)

Object)

Community)

Outcome)

Division)of)labour)

Figure 4. A model of the basic structure of activity
Engeström posits the activity as the minimal unit of analysis (see figure 4).
The general model of activity, which according to Engeström should not be
decomposed or reduced to its individual parts, require some explanation that by
necessity has to be presented in parts.
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The subject is an individual or a group of individuals participating in a role
within the organization according to organizational motives through action
(as an individual) or activity (as a group). An example could be the role of
producer (in the OAIS meaning) interacting with a preservation system on
behalf of the organization.
• The activity in question is directed towards an (mutable) object in order to
achieve a desired outcome. An example could be how we treat information
as an object where the outcome of preserving the information would be
successfully preserved information – even though we can discuss from
which viewpoint the success is assessed.
• The instruments mediates in this activity and may be viewed as the means
needed in order to achieve the desired outcome; e.g. software artifacts (such
as the preservation services framework developed in ENSURE), theories,
concepts, etc.
• The community could be viewed as consisting of all individuals of the
organization, individuals that share common concerns and to some extent
share the same language (concepts, ideas and discourse) and social
understanding.
• The rules are defined by the community and govern the activity of the
subject – it mediates between the community, representing the social context
of the organization, and the role that the subject takes on. These are the rules
that the subject should adhere to in conducting its role. Example of rules
could be economic, i.e. that the subject should contribute to the overall profit
of the organization by minimizing cost and maximizing income, or legal, i.e.
that the subject must take into account the legal obligations of the
organization (such as preserving financial information for a given period of
years as required by the government).
• With division of labor is meant task specialization by individuals or groups
within the organization. It can be used to visualize power relations within the
organization as it “mediates” between the community and the object by
identifying those being engaged in achieving the outcome.
The activity triangle can be decomposed into four higher order functions defined by
the “production” sub-triangle (Subject-Instruments-Object), the “consumption” subtriangle (Community-Subject-Object), the “exchange” sub-triangle” (CommunityRules-Subject), and the “distribution” sub-triangle (Community-Division of laborObject). According to Engeström, these higher order functions within the activity
system gives rise to tensions that forces the evolution of motive of all activity
systems.
In order to illustrate the nature of these tensions, consider an organization that
operates internally on information where production of information demands
consumption of information, which has to be counterweighted by the fact that in order
to consume information we have to produce information. Transferred to a digital
preservation setting where we are addressing the memory function of organizations,
the organization will only be able to operate if it has a working organizational
memory.
•
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These tensions gives rise to a series of contradictions within the activity system
(of the organization), between activity systems and between emerged versions of the
same activity system. In light of digital preservation, the latter could be exemplified
by two versions of the same organization separated in time – the passing of time being
the most prominent feature of any preservation undertaking!
The rise of a need within the organization; by Engeström referred to as a “need
state” and something that he deems inevitable, forces change. Engeström argues that
through activity the context (of the organization) is continuously emerging, i.e. the
organizational context will evolve over time and the concerns of the organization will
change as well. In a preservation context this is an argument for the fundamental
problem of planning for the future reuse of preserved information, as the later
configuration of the organization will have evolved and may have other needs than
was planned for initially.
Engeström describes four levels of contradictions [4]:
• Primary contradictions within nodes of the activity (Subject-to-Subject,
Community-to-Community, etc.) Only this kind of contradiction gives
rise to need states.
• Secondary contradictions among the nodes of the activity (Subject-toRules, Subject-to-Community, Rules-to-Object, etc.)
• Tertiary contradictions between two versions of the same activity
(typically separated in time as may be the case in a preservation
context) where the later is an emerged version of the former.
• Quaternary contradictions between an activity and interacting
activities.
We find this model to accurately describe the situation that we see in ENSURE
and we will elaborate on the similarities. For reasons of the following discussion, we
will contextualize Engeströms activity theory using three activity systems; one
representing the use case owners in ENSURE (denoted the information production
activity system, see figure 5), one representing the use case owners in ENSURE in a
more evolved state after time has passed (denoted the information consumption
activity system, see figure 6), and one representing the ENSURE system and the
organization providing preservation services using the ENSURE framework (denoted
the information preservation activity system, see figure 7).

Figure 5. The information production activity system.
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The information production activity system represents an organization with motives
and concerns that involves producing and consuming information; this could be
agreements around capital management or events emanating from doing investments,
this could be information from medical encounters or medical images related to
cancer biopsies, this could be information collected during a clinical test of a new
medical substance.
The community typically consists of the employees (and employers) of the
organization. The rules covers economic conduct, legal requirements and obligations
towards the organization and the society at large. The division of labor covers special
tasks demanding involvement of employees in reaching the outcome; successfully
preserved information, such as archivists, IT-staff, the chief information officer
(CIO), etc. As subject, we choose the role responsible for procurement of preservation
services in general and the individual responsible for providing requirements to
ENSURE and making the final decision of preservation plans in particular. The
subject is responsible for defining the purpose of the preservation. We denote this role
producer since this makes most sense in an OAIS context. The object may be viewed
as information in the fullest extent possible. The instrument is, in short, ENSURE –
the ingest part of the preservation service provided by ENSURE together with the
staff operating the service.

Figure 6. The information consumption activity system.
The information consumption activity system represents the same organization as
presented above, but separated in time and more evolved – where we assume that the
motives and the concerns of the organization may have evolved as well.
The community and division of labor are considered to be the same as before.
The rules may have changed as an effect of the evolution of the organization. As
subject, we choose the role responsible for interacting with the preservation service.
We denote this role consumer since this makes most sense in an OAIS context. The
object may still be viewed as information, but now we have a pronounced need
regarding the use of the information – we have a purpose for the use of the
information that may from the initial purpose of preserving the information. The
instrument is still ENSURE – the access part of the preservation service provided by
ENSURE together with the staff operating the service.
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Figure 7. The information preservation activity system.
The information preservation activity system represents activities in an organization
with motives and concerns that involves providing a profitable service and having
satisfied clients. The organization develops and maintains software, monitors the
designated community (i.e. the information consumption activity system as time
passes by), monitors technology and format obsolescence, etc. In short, it acts
according to the responsibilities described among the OAIS functional entities, but
with an explicit requirement of making profit from these operations.
The community typically consists of the employees (and employers) of the
organization, but also sub-contractors. The rules covers economic conduct, legal
requirements and obligations towards the organization and the society at large. The
division of labor covers special tasks demanding involvement of employees in
reaching the outcome; successfully preserved information, such as developers, ITstaff, sales representatives, etc., but also sub-contractors participating in the
operations. The latter is extremely important since the configuration of the
preservation service involves cloud-based services such as storage and computations
that are effectively commissioned to sub-contractors. As subject, we choose the role
responsible for establishing agreements with the client (i.e. the information
production activity system). The object is the preservation service provided by the
organization. The instrument covers development methodologies and development
tools, the IT-infrastructure, legal counseling, and risk management tools (such as
DRAMBORA [19]).

4

Results

The ENSURE project addresses preservation needs within the healthcare and the
financial sectors. Three use case owners represent these sectors in the project and we
are drawing empirical data from interviews with the use case owners regarding the
information production and consumption activity systems [3]. From the participation
in the development of the ENSURE platform, we are drawing empirical data
regarding the information preservation activity system and the interaction of the three
different activity systems that is our unit of study.
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The first impressions when conducting the interviews with the use case
organizations (the information producers and in the future also information
consumers) are that overall the informants had problems understanding many of the
preservation specific questions – mostly because their proficiencies lies in other
fields. Another important observation is that the informants do not use the word
preservation – instead they talk about storage. This difference in discourse seems
natural, considering the concerns they have in their daily business, but is indicative of
their separate fields of practice.
A key finding is thus the perceived communication deficiency between the
information production and preservation activity systems, which to a large part is
caused by translation problems between the concerns of these activity systems – they
are not “speaking the same language”. Digital preservation represents an area of
expertise that is not easily transparent to outside observers and even more so when the
architecture of the overall service is composed of distributed cloud-based subservices.
The language barrier between these activity systems represents a major problem.
At the same time, a preservation system cannot be viewed solely as a black-box
system since there has to be a mutual understanding between the provider of the
service and the producer (in OAIS terms) – the client of the service regarding the
preservation plan. The preservation plan incorporates the preservation strategy and a
number of choices affect the quality of the preservation service – as measured by
usability of preserved information by the consumer (in OAIS terms). Therefor the
client has to take active part in determining the preservation plan. The efficient
exchange of information between the information production and preservation activity
systems is key to the success of the preservation process.
We have observed that “hard facts” such as economic cost is easy to understand,
as it resonates well with the concerns of the information production activity system.
Risks that are possible to quantify may be incorporated into the economic
performance calculation, which gives a monetary valuation of the risk, and are
therefor also translatable to the information production activity system.
The qualitative characteristic of quality does not lend itself easily to a
quantifiable monetary language, and it represents a real translation problem between
the information production and preservation activity systems. At the same time, these
quality aspects may represent success or failure of the preservation process as it is a
key evaluation mechanism that tries to bridge the gap between the information
production and consumption activity systems – thus giving the producer information
about the possible success of the preservation process, where success is seen as
providing usable information to the information consumption activity system.
The result of the quality assessments consists of a quantitative part, which is
used by the optimization, and a qualitative part as a set of statements around
consequences of picking any specific preservation plan. These statements represent a
part of our intervention and are expressed in terms of (information) quality
dimensions with the ambition of being understandable within the business concerns of
the information production activity system.
We have come to understand that the problem with successful preservation of
information transcends our initial findings around communication deficiencies
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between the stakeholders and have to be studied in terms of the motives that drive the
individual activity systems – problems emanating from their individual and differing
concerns. Only when the motives are clear to us may we get an understanding of
where communication fails and why.

5

Analysis

In terms of Tibodeau’s layering of the digital object, it seems that the information
producer is best suited to address problems related to preserving the conceptual
object, i.e. those part that is related to the (social) meaning of the information. The
assumption taken here is that a thorough understanding of the current use of the
information makes the extrapolation into future use easier – but this assumes an
awareness of the effects of social change; even that these changes are occurring.
Based on our empirical data, the lack of understanding of the effects of social change
within their organizations over time threatens their ability to take this responsibility.
The preservation service provider, being responsible for the preservation system
and as specified by OAIS being responsible for monitoring technological change,
only to some extent seem to be able to take responsibility for adapting to social
change. OAIS does refer to the monitoring of a designated community (i.e. some
aspects of the information consumption activity system) but in a rudimentary way.
The preservation service provider therefor seems best fit to address problems related
to preserving the physical and logical object.
Recognizing the joint responsibility for preservation of the complete digital
object, the lack of understanding between the information production activity system
and the information preservation activity system threatens the success of the
preservation process.

6

Discussion

We have constrained our research to long-term digital preservation in an
organizational context, where preservation services are procured from an external
service provider. This gives rise to some specific problems.
The first problem is related to the separation of concerns between the producer
and the consumer (in OAIS terms), see figure 8.
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Figure 8. The information production and consumption activity systems.
Observe that the consumer and the producer could be different organizations or they
could be the same organization; in fact the latter is the case in the ENSURE setting,
where they are separated in time. In both cases the two activity systems must be
considered separately since the motivation for preserving information may differ
radically from the motivation for using information.
Inherently, the rules by which the information production activity system
operates and by which the producer makes decisions on preservation plan – and thus
on the composition of cloud-based subservices interacting in preserving the
information – is restrained or governed by economy. This is a secondary
contradiction between the rules and the information. The information production
activity system is responsible for the choice of preservation plan and the best plan in
terms of perceived quality in the information consumption activity system is typically
in conflict with the cost of implementing that preservation plan – a cost charged to the
information production activity system.
Thus we have a fundamental conflict in concerns between these two interacting
activity systems. If the information production and consumption activity systems are
really the same organization, we thus have a tertiary contradiction within the
organization where the organization in the role of producer has to make responsible
choices of preservation plans but also need to accommodate for future use of the
information (at some later time). In this scenario there is also a primary contradiction
related to the view of information where the organization in the role of the producer
has to predict the usability of the preserved information. Our intervention in ENSURE
aims at making these usability predictions visible to the information production
activity system – using quality assessments as the tool to make this prediction for the
decision maker (the producer subject).
If the information production and consumption activity systems are not the same
organization, the difference in concerns becomes even larger and readily motivates
the use of digital preservation methodology to capture essential characteristics of the
original information for the future. There are fundamental choices made by the
information production activity system when selecting a preservation plan that has
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implications on the usability for individual information consumption activity systems.
Take for example the mutually exclusive choices of preservation strategy: emulation
or migration, where you could argue that the information is preserved in both cases
but where the question of authenticity is stretched to its limit in the latter. Our
intervention in ENSURE aims at making some of these fundamental qualities visible
to the decision maker by categorizing the information by the purpose of preservation
and evaluate the quality metrics with regard to this purpose.
The second problem is related to the separation of concerns between the
information production system and the information preservation activity system, see
figure 9. When the preservation service is procured outside of the organization,
fundamental differences in concerns between the information production activity
system and the information preservation activity system becomes significant. We
have a secondary contradiction within the information preservation activity system
related to maintaining a profitable operation and at the same time having satisfied
clients. The rules by which the information preservation activity system has to operate
covers among other things economic viability and legal obligations governed by
mutual agreements between the information production activity system and the
information preservation activity system.
We also have a quaternary contradiction between the information production
activity system and the information preservation activity system related to the
language used within each community. One reason for separating concerns and
procuring preservation services outside of the organization emanates from the desire
to focus on the core business. At the same time this potentially forces a wedge in
between the business process within the information production activity system and
the staff operating the preservation service, which is in need of understanding the
business aspects of the use of the information in order to cooperatively predict a
suitable preservation plan that shall accommodate use of the preserved information in
an information consumption activity system.
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Figure 9. The three interacting activity systems.
Long-term digital preservation represents a field of practice that according to our
findings is not known to the client of the preservation service. At the same time we
are asking the client to make a decision of preservation plan. How can we be sure that
these decisions are made from an informed standpoint? ENSURE shows that it is
feasible to translate qualitative information regarding suitability of proposed
preservation plans into a representation that is easier to understand. By focusing on
representing risks in terms of a monetary language, the translation to the client
business domain seems to become easier. This does not cover all the qualitative
information that the client should regard, but it indicates a solution to some parts of
the communication deficiency

7

Conclusions

We have used third generation activity theory as a descriptive model for describing
the digital preservation problem in terms of contradictions between three distinct
activity systems, which we believe is a minimal configuration that covers the nature
of emergent evolution of an organization with a preservation need, i.e. how time
influences an organizations view of (preserved) information, and the implications of
procuring preservation services “in the cloud”.
Notably, we see how the information production activity system interacts with
the information preservation activity system in order to predict the needs of the
information consumption activity system. At the same time, the information
consumption activity system comes with motives of its own that may clash with those
of the information production and preservation activity systems. Specifically there are
serious problems related to mutual understanding between the information production
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activity and the information preservation activity regarding their joint responsibility
for establishing a suitable preservation plan.
Regarding the choice of language for exchanging information about suitability
of proposed preservation plans, we believe that transforming the result of quality
assessments into risks that we can calculate a monetary value of is a practicable way
forward for communicating some consequences to the information production activity
system. Still there are other intersubjective factors of quality that are not easily
translated into monetary values and we still do not have an answer to the question
how we communicate around this. This latter problem is connected to the question
which of the producer and the service provider that has the preferential right of
interpretation of future needs of the information consumption activity system. It is
evident that more work is needed in order to empower the information production
activity system to make qualified decisions around preservation strategy and
preservation plans that affects the future success of using the preserved information.
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Future work

We have identified the following areas for future research.
• In order to address the lack of grounding of activity theory, we want to study the
possibility of using boundary objects [20][21] to describe the communication
deficiencies between the information producer and the information preservation
service provider.
• Is it possible to use genre theory as a means to understand purpose (purpose of
preservation and purpose of use) of stakeholders in preservation systems? The
idea here is to look at historic and current use of information within an
organization as a starting point for doing an extrapolation into future uses. At
worst, it would only capture the status quo, but it would also formalize the
interpretation of quality assessments towards a real-world scenario that could
help the organization to make empowered decisions.
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